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Abstract: E-Learning plays a necessary role in the way of searching a secured educational video resources for the students. In this paper, e-learning domain introduces a concept of searching a video resources in annotated way with linked data cloud. The purpose for the student to choose e-learning is that the learner can continue learning anywhere and at any time. This paper goes with unique approach of synote tool where synote tool allows the e-learners to search the syntactic web information accurately and with different online video resources. Linked data cloud concept is applied in this concept to search a secured search. The result is proved for secured search of educational video resources and shows the reusability of resources for e-learners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education has been given an important role to lead a best carrier in life. E-learning is mostly preferred by the student who wants to learn more at any time and at any place Facebook, Twitter and You tube are some of the social media provide a better opportunities for the student of E-learners. Students can withstand with more knowledge and power learning in social media.

A research survey of traditional way of learning needs a class room, instructor are been centered. time and location are to be fixed and the material cannot be reused. Pedagogy is the traditional way of obtaining knowledge in the fixed environment like class room and with the material usage of chalk, black board, etc. Another survey of M-learning refer specifically via mobile devices, learning on the go and allows the learning outside the class room. In M-learning the disadvantage is educational video resources cannot be reused by the students. E-learning domain has a better scope for students in search of video resources with quality and quantity search.

The proposed E-learning has several advantages as follows:

1. Relatively established concept of learning.
2. Cost effective for students.
3. Provides unlimited access of knowledge.
4. Allows the student to learn outside the Classroom.
5. Reusability and sharing of educational video resources.

The annotation is done by synote tool. Annotation are been categorized into four categories for the student to search an efficient video resources.

1. Source Creators: The person who are well known about the resources.
2. Syllabus framers: The people who are commanders to frame the resources syllabus according to the usage of learners.

Annotation concept collage with Linked Open Data cloud to obtain the educational video resources from the source creators. Linked Open data with synote tools makes the syllabus framers to frame the syllabus accordingly and upload into the online platform for guiders and students. Synote tool periodically provides a secured search of video resources for guiders and students. Reusability of resources are obtained by ranking system. The resources usage often and voting rates of the students shows the reusability.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture is divided into four sectors course creators, syllabus framers, guiders and students as shown in Fig.1. The course creators create the educational video resources with the URL in link data cloud and store the information of resources. Course creators are called as experts who are allowed to edit the video resources such as adding a particular video or deleting a particular video resources according to the need of E-learners. The resources are then stored in data base. Framers frame the syllabus according to the curriculum for guiders to deliver the notes to the students. The framers check on semantic web and Passes their work to guiders. Guiders delivers the framed syllabus in any format such as class room method, by power point or in note book format. Data are annotated by synote tool [6].
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The use of synote tool helps to retrieve data faster and the students can gain intellectual knowledge with online browsing platform. Semantic search with linked open cloud are available for search from semantic web.[3].

A. Annotation tool
Annotation ontology includes several processes:

1. Friend of a Friend : Find out a user from URI’s [4].

2. Duration Ontology : Finds a certain user for certain time period.

Linked open data with annotation ontology technology gives information on the use of free spell of grammar and storage requirement of digital library [7].

A sample pseudo code working of annotation tool is as follows:

```javascript
/* Encrypt */

<head>
<title>e-learning</title>
<script type="text/javascript">
$(document).ready(function()
{
    $('#btnUpdate').click(function(event)
    {
        var password = $('#password').val();
        if (password != '')
        {
            document.PasswordAction.action= 'PasswordAction.action';
            document.PasswordAction.submit();
        }
    else
    {
        alert('Please enter the password !!');
    }
});
</script>

/* Upload */

<head>
$(document).ready(function()
{
    $('#btnUpdate').click(function(event)
    {
        var tag = $('#tag').val();
        if (tag!='')
        {
            document.uploadAction.action= 'FileUploadAction.action';
            document.uploadAction.submit();
        }
    else
    {
        alert('Please enter the tag field !');
    }
});
</script>
```
B. Synote technology working

Many methods of traditional annotation of videos uses a free keyword search to retrieve a semantic resources but they fails in multilingual performance coverage of educational video resources [8][9]. The video resources must be accurate and it should be of machine understandable. An integrated terminology will able to provide the machine understandable form...Synote provides the accuracy for retrieving the completion of video resources.

A sample Pseudo code for video play retrieval of resources

```html
<head>
<script>
function callme()
{
  ShutMeDown();
  MediaPlayer1.FileName="1.avi";
  StartMeUp();
}
</script>
</head>
<body background="" text="red">
<object id="MediaPlayer1" width="350" height="350"
  classid="CLSID:22D6F312-B0F6-11D0-94AB-0080C74C7E95"
  standby="Loading Microsoft® Windows® Media Player components..."
  type="application/x-oleobject" align="middle">
  <param name="FileName" value="1.avi">
  <param name="ShowStatusBar" value="True">
  <param name="DefaultFrame" value="mainFrame">
  <param name="autostart" value="true">
  <embed type="application/x-mplayer2"
  pluginspage="http://www.microsoft.com/Windows/MediaPlayer/
  src="1.avi"
  autostart="true"
  align="middle"
  width="176"
  height="144"
</object>
</body>
</html>
```
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The evaluation process of synote tool fulfills the needs of students. Knowledge gainer criteria are satisfied as follows:

1. Link open data cloud finds a new URI’s.
2. Annotated way of search finds new content on demand of the E-Learners.
3. Related information of resources either video or text based search are satisfied by the need of user [10].
4. Knowledge gainer can search the content actively by anytime and any where.

A survey was done for 100 students for E-Learning students as shown in Fig.2. It identifies the learners to retrieve relevant information using semantic web within a time limit of 5 minutes, 10 minutes or 15 minutes.
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**Fig.2 Search Information**

The E-Learners were allowed to retrieve the information using Linked open cloud on the annotated way on the topic “Methods used to save water in houses”. The content search by knowledge gainer was searched for 5 minutes, then allowed to searched for 10 minutes and finally for 15 minutes. The result of searched information is as 28, 32 and 39 respectively as shown in Fig.2. Before the searching process getting started the E-learners has to get registered and also the course creators and syllabus framers has to get registered as shown in Fig.3.
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**Fig.3 Registered Learners**

When the learners got registered the forms the materials can be viewed by the learners and the help can be obtained from the guiders and the E-Learners can gain knowledge at any time. Semantic search done by synote technology is shown in Fig.4.
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**Fig.4 Synote search**

The way of E-learners teaching and usage of learning plays a major role of the web. Billions of video resources are available and the annotation part becomes simple to download. The result shows the usage of E-Learners which is in Fig.5.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work does synote search in an efficient way with the linked open data cloud in the annotated web. The paper concludes the followings:

1. Optimal Search on usage of synote with the various available of video resources.
2. The semantic web search proves the spell free of grammar.
3. Easier and quick way of learning.
4. Faster search by synote.
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